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a used as a function word to indicate that a following noun or noun equivalent is definite or has been previously
specified by context or by circumstance put the cat out b used as a function word to indicate that a following noun
or noun equivalent is a unique or a particular member of its class the president the meaning of define is to
determine or identify the essential qualities or meaning of how to use define in a sentence the person thing or idea
indicated mentioned or understood from the situation the time action or event specified see the full definition to say
what the meaning of something especially a word is economists normally define a recession as two successive
quarters of negative growth to explain and state the meaning and exact limits of something a defined goal
objective the definition used especially before a noun with a specifying or particularizing effect as opposed to the
indefinite or generalizing force of the indefinite article a or an see examples of the used in a sentence the in
american english before a consonant ðə before a vowel ði adverb 1 used to modify an adjective or adverb in the
comparative degree and to signify in or by that on that account in or by so much or in some or any degree he s
been on vacation and looks the better for it 2 that determiner and pronoun we use that most commonly to point to
a thing or person we use it with singular nouns the thing or person is often distant from the speaker and sometimes
closer to the listener or not visible to either the speaker or listener that definition used to indicate a person thing
idea state event time remark etc as pointed out or present mentioned before supposed to be understood or by way
of emphasis see examples of that used in a sentence used before a singular noun to refer to all the things or people
represented by that noun the panda is becoming an increasingly rare animal the car is responsible for causing a lot
of damage to our environment used before a family name to refer to two people who are married or to a whole
family noun the act of defining or of making something definite distinct or clear we need a better definition of her
responsibilities the formal statement of the meaning or significance of a word phrase idiom etc as found in
dictionaries that definition the person or thing mentioned or understood that is john that tastes good this is larger
than that used to refer to the one thing or type specified as follows the relics found were those of an earlier time
used to refer to the event action or time just mentioned 1 a used to refer to the one designated implied mentioned
or understood what kind of soup is that b used to refer to the one thing or type specified as follows the relics found
were those of an earlier time c used to refer to the event action or time just mentioned after that he became a
recluse 2 that conjunction and relative pronoun uses ðət strong ðæt 1 conjunction you can use that after many
verbs adjectives nouns and expressions to introduce a clause in which you report what someone has said or what
they think or feel britannica dictionary definition of that used to introduce a group of words that limits the meaning
of a noun especially to a specific person place or thing the person that who won the race also won last year i m no
longer the man that i used to be synonyms for defined restricted limited finite definite narrow measured bounded
specific antonyms of defined undefined infinite unlimited unbounded indefinite limitless dimensionless endless
definition 1 used to introduce a noun clause serving as the subject or object of the main verb or as a predicate
nominative that alice will find a job is obvious here are some of the major companies whose stocks moved on the
week s news walgreens said it would close many of its u s stores photo taylor glascock for wsj the score is a weekly
review of definition meaning 1 a statement that explains the meaning of a word or phrase 2 a description of the
features and learn more for the first examining video of 2020 let s take one last look back at the 2010s the past
decade saw the sound of pop music change drastically in some instances the changes were small and in ten
moments that defined the depp heard trial netflix is to re examine the impact of the high profile televised
defamation case between actors johnny depp and amber heard in a new docu series



the definition meaning merriam webster
May 28 2024

a used as a function word to indicate that a following noun or noun equivalent is definite or has been previously
specified by context or by circumstance put the cat out b used as a function word to indicate that a following noun
or noun equivalent is a unique or a particular member of its class the president

define definition meaning merriam webster
Apr 27 2024

the meaning of define is to determine or identify the essential qualities or meaning of how to use define in a
sentence

that definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 26 2024

the person thing or idea indicated mentioned or understood from the situation the time action or event specified
see the full definition

define definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Feb 25 2024

to say what the meaning of something especially a word is economists normally define a recession as two
successive quarters of negative growth to explain and state the meaning and exact limits of something a defined
goal objective

the definition meaning dictionary com
Jan 24 2024

the definition used especially before a noun with a specifying or particularizing effect as opposed to the indefinite or
generalizing force of the indefinite article a or an see examples of the used in a sentence

the definition in american english collins english dictionary
Dec 23 2023

the in american english before a consonant ðə before a vowel ði adverb 1 used to modify an adjective or adverb in
the comparative degree and to signify in or by that on that account in or by so much or in some or any degree he s
been on vacation and looks the better for it 2

that english meaning cambridge dictionary
Nov 22 2023

that determiner and pronoun we use that most commonly to point to a thing or person we use it with singular nouns
the thing or person is often distant from the speaker and sometimes closer to the listener or not visible to either the
speaker or listener

that definition meaning dictionary com
Oct 21 2023

that definition used to indicate a person thing idea state event time remark etc as pointed out or present mentioned
before supposed to be understood or by way of emphasis see examples of that used in a sentence

the definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Sep 20 2023

used before a singular noun to refer to all the things or people represented by that noun the panda is becoming an
increasingly rare animal the car is responsible for causing a lot of damage to our environment used before a family
name to refer to two people who are married or to a whole family

definition definition meaning dictionary com
Aug 19 2023

noun the act of defining or of making something definite distinct or clear we need a better definition of her
responsibilities the formal statement of the meaning or significance of a word phrase idiom etc as found in
dictionaries



that definition meaning yourdictionary
Jul 18 2023

that definition the person or thing mentioned or understood that is john that tastes good this is larger than that
used to refer to the one thing or type specified as follows the relics found were those of an earlier time used to refer
to the event action or time just mentioned

that definition of that by the free dictionary
Jun 17 2023

1 a used to refer to the one designated implied mentioned or understood what kind of soup is that b used to refer to
the one thing or type specified as follows the relics found were those of an earlier time c used to refer to the event
action or time just mentioned after that he became a recluse 2

that definition and meaning collins english dictionary
May 16 2023

that conjunction and relative pronoun uses ðət strong ðæt 1 conjunction you can use that after many verbs
adjectives nouns and expressions to introduce a clause in which you report what someone has said or what they
think or feel

that definition meaning britannica dictionary
Apr 15 2023

britannica dictionary definition of that used to introduce a group of words that limits the meaning of a noun
especially to a specific person place or thing the person that who won the race also won last year i m no longer the
man that i used to be

defined synonyms 183 similar and opposite words merriam
Mar 14 2023

synonyms for defined restricted limited finite definite narrow measured bounded specific antonyms of defined
undefined infinite unlimited unbounded indefinite limitless dimensionless endless

that dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english language
Feb 13 2023

definition 1 used to introduce a noun clause serving as the subject or object of the main verb or as a predicate
nominative that alice will find a job is obvious

the score rivian amazon trump media and more stocks that
Jan 12 2023

here are some of the major companies whose stocks moved on the week s news walgreens said it would close
many of its u s stores photo taylor glascock for wsj the score is a weekly review of

definition definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Dec 11 2022

definition meaning 1 a statement that explains the meaning of a word or phrase 2 a description of the features and
learn more

the music that defined the 2010s mic the snare youtube
Nov 10 2022

for the first examining video of 2020 let s take one last look back at the 2010s the past decade saw the sound of
pop music change drastically in some instances the changes were small and in

depp v heard trial 10 moments that defined the johnny depp
Oct 09 2022

ten moments that defined the depp heard trial netflix is to re examine the impact of the high profile televised
defamation case between actors johnny depp and amber heard in a new docu series
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